
LEGAL DISCLAIMER
All customers make direct agreements with Robotto co. ApS and are subject to Danish Law.

THIS PRODUCT
This disclaimer covers any product, article, blog content, worksheet, general information on 
the website or general information given without specific problem (hereinafter referred to as 
“product” published by:

• Robotto Co. ApS
• Any of Robotto Co. ApS owners, employees or contractors
• 
whether provided on one of Robotto Co. ApS websites, stores, on third party websites or 
stores, in marketing material, in newsletters, in individual emails and letters, in lectures, in indi-
vidual conversations or in any other form of written or oral communication

RESPONSIBILITY
Every effort has been made to ensure that the information provided is accurate. However, 
information provided in the Product is general in nature and does not constitute risk advice. 
Robotto Co. ApS will endeavour to update the Product as needed. However, information can 
change without notice and Robotto Co. ApS does not guarantee the accuracy of information in 
the Product, including information provided by third parties, at any particular time.

Individuals must not rely on this information to make a business decision. Before making any 
decision, we recommend you consult with expert advice to take into account your particular 
objectives, situation and needs. Robotto Co. ApS does not give any warranty as to the 
accuracy, reliability or completeness of information which is contained in the Product.

Except insofar as any liability under statute cannot be excluded, Robotto Co. ApS and its 
eployees do not accept any liability for any error or omission in the Product or for any resulting 
loss or damage suffered by the recipient, the organization where the recipient is using the 
information, or any other person or entity.
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NO GUARANTEE FOR INCORRECT HANDLING
Robotto Co, ApS disclaims any responsibility for any damages, problems or errors arising out 
of the use of our products if an individual uses the Product in a manner that is not intended, or 
the Product is used in an inappropriate or unjustifiable manner.

LIMITED LIABILITY
If Robotto Co. ApS should at any time become liable for the limited as well as unlimited loss 
of a natural or legal person, or if any provision of this disclaimer is, or at any time becomes 
invalid, illegal or impossible to enforce, Robotto Co. ApS liability is limited to such person’s 
documented direct loss, which does not include derivative losses, consequential losses, 
losses as a result of statutory damages, symbolic losses, punishable losses, reimbursement 
claims, claims for costs including costs and any other indirect loss.
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